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Stolen Course
"This is the reason I called her my angry girl in the first place. I was teasing her
back then, but the truth of the matter is that she impressed me. She blew me away
with her strength of character and her fire. She's not just angry. She's fierce. She's
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determined. She's strong. She's brave as f#*$. She is everything she needs to be
in order to withstand being in love with a man like me, and I am eternally grateful
for that fact." Zeth Mayfair is on a mission to take care of business in New York.
The only problem? The Babieri family seem intent on taking care of him.
Permanently. Sloane Romera's just beginning to wrap her head around the idea of
being a mother. When she's shoved into the back of a black panel van without so
much as the chance to scream, she finally realizes she'll do whatever it takes to
protect the growing child inside her. And when Zeth finds out what's happened to
his Angry Girl Seattle had better prepare for fireworks.

The 48 Laws of Power
Tracking down a missing young woman from a privileged family, survivalist and exMarine Colt Waggoner resolves to teach the spoiled but alluring blonde a lesson
and proceeds to seduce her during a weekend in the wilderness. Original. 25,000
first printing.

Devilish Intentions
"Sydney Evans is no stranger to hard work. It's the one constant in her life. And
with no family or friends to speak of it's been easy to pour everything she has into
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her career as general counsel for Blackstone Holdings. She wants for nothing. Until
her boss offers her an once-in-a-lifetime opportunity. All she has to do in return is
marry his good-for-nothing son. Scott Blackstone used to be a part whore. Pardon,
party animal. He hasn't been that guy in a long time though. Not since he moved
to Wyoming, bought a failing cattle ranch, and turned it into a profitable business.
All is good. Until a phone call from his father threatens the quiet, simple life he's
built. Marry or lose everything. And to a woman who can't stand him, no less. Well,
Scott is not going down without a fight. He's never going back to Manhattan. Not if
he can help it." -- Page [4] of cover.

Nico
A dangerous proposal In Nico, the first book in the Ruin & Revenge series by New
York Times bestselling author Sarah Castille, Las Vegas Mafia boss, Nico Toscani, is
used to getting what he wants, whether it is having the City of Sin under his rule or
a beautiful woman in his bed. But when he meets his match in the gorgeous,
headstrong Mia Cordano, the daughter of a rival crime lord, all bets are off. . . Sexy
computer hacker, Mia, struggles to break free of her ruthless father’s Mafia tiesbut
she can’t resist the powerful and seductive Nico, who will stop at nothing to
possess her. With their families locked in a brutal war for control of the city, Mia
and Nico enter into a forbidden game. Will they surrender to the passion that burns
between them—and risk tearing apart their families? Or will Nico be forced to
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betray the only woman who sets his blood on fire?

This Is Where I Sleep
How to Become the Man That Women Want to Love and Obeyin Every Way In order
to attract and more importantly, KEEP a good woman in your life, you must
become the kind of man that she simply can't live without. This is your only job as
a man when it comes to dating and relating with women. You don't need a bunch
of seduction techniques, mind games, or pick-up tactics to make a woman want
you. Because quite frankly, no seduction technique in the world will turn a woman
on and make her want you if she does not RESPECT you as a man. If a woman
cannot respect you as a man, she won't be able to trust you. If she isn't able to
place her trust in you, she simply cannot fall in love or STAY in love with you.
Discover the Secrets of What Women Want in a Man Most guys simply don't know
what women want in a man. Because of this, they try all kinds of "seduction
tactics" to attract women, and only end up with low-quality women and terrible
relationships. If you ask the average guy what women want, he may say things like
confidence, money, or ridiculous good looks, but all of these things are just the tip
of the iceberg. Here's what women really want from men Security. How to Get the
Respect, Desire, and Unwavering Loyalty of a Woman If you can communicate to a
woman that you're a man that can offer her security in the world, she will give you
her heart and more. And get this, you don't need to be ridiculously good-looking or
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have a big bank account to make a woman feel secure with you. There's a much
better (and easier) way, and that's what you'll discover inside What Women Want
In A Man. In What Women Want In A Man you're going to learn: How to understand
women and the one thing that you can improve about yourself to make a woman
want you more. The reason why a really great woman is HARD-WIRED by NATURE
to CHASE the kind of man that possesses several qualities that are rare in most
men. (Hint: This is the key to understanding how women think) Ten ways in which
you can IMMEDIATELY begin working on yourself to become an overpowering
magnet for the woman of your dreams. How to be decisive and become a master
at dealing with conflict while staying perfectly calm and poised. The unforgivable
sin that can ruin your chances of getting (and keeping) a girlfriend. This is the
thing that FORCES her to either want to DUMP YOU or CHEAT ON YOU without her
understanding why. How to take control of your emotions in any situation and be
the rock that she needs you to be. How to make a woman happy by being THE
MAN in your relationship; you know – the one that “wears the pants.” The reasons
why the woman you want may put you in the friend zone, and how to avoid falling
into this horrifying category. Why men who suffer from the nice guy syndrome
have the most difficulties attracting and keeping a phenomenal woman to build an
amazing relationship with. How to become an alpha male and become more
assertive with women. This is the key to transforming yourself into the kind of man
that she can confidently rely on and most importantly, RESPECT. How to silence
your "inner weakling" and become so secure with yourself as a man that she won't
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be able to entertain the thought of being with some other guy. And much, much
more Would You Like to Know More? Get started right away and learn how to
become the confident man that can naturally attract a high-quality woman and
keep her "well-behaved." Scroll to the top of the page and select the 'buy button'
now.

The Psychosocial Implications of Disney Movies
Knocked Up by the Hitman is book 1 of the Killer's Vessel Romance trilogy. Books 2
and 3, Ruined by the Hitman and Possessed by the Hitman are available
everywhere now! I HAD TWO CHOICES: GET LOCKED UP OR GET KNOCKED UP. It
was either submit to the hitman… Or surrender to his gun against my head. Can
you really blame me for what I did next? Living out of my car, down to my last few
bucks… Could things be any worse? Turns out the answer is yes. When my car gets
stolen – with me still in the backseat – by a gun runner and his junkie brother, I
figure I've seen my last sunrise. This is it for me. But to my surprise, the hitman
makes me a deal. He'll help me erase my old life and start fresh. In return, I owe
him… Anything he wants. I'll do whatever it takes to get away from my past. But as
it turns out, Russell has a hunger that only a taste of me will satisfy. I strip down
and give him what he desires – over and over and over again. For a while, it seems
like things might be better. I have a new home, a new identity, a new purpose. But
then I see the three little lines no girl like me ever wants to see. It means I'm
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pregnant. Before I can tell Russell about our baby, his junkie brother comes looking
for his slice of the pie. There might be a beautiful new life lying in wait for Russell
and me. But only if I can get out of this bedroom alive.

Ruin Me
"In this powerful short fiction, Mary Gaitskill--whose searing honesty about gender
relations has been legendary since the appearance of Bad Behavior in the
1980s--considers our moment through the lens of a particular #metoo incident.
The effervescent and well-dressed Quin, a successful book editor and fixture on the
New York arts scene, has long been one of Margot's best friends. When several
women in his field accuse him of inappropriate touching and remarks, Gaitskill
builds the account of his undoing through Quin and Margot's alternating voices,
allowing readers to experience Quin as a whole person--one whose behavior
toward women could be hurtful and presumptuous on the one hand, and keenly
supportive on the other. Margot, an older woman who alternately despairs of and
sympathizes with the positions of the younger women involved in Quin's case, is
the thrumming engine of this remarkable piece of truthtelling. As Gaitskill has said,
fiction is the only way that she could approach this subject, which she sees as
subtly colored in shades of gray, rather than the black and white of our current
conversations. Her compliment to her characters--and to her readers--is that they
are unvarnished and real; her belief in our ability to understand them, even when
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we don't always admire them, is a beacon of humanity from one of our greatest
contemporary writers"--

Ruined
St. Michael's Hospital. Home of the sexiest doctors known to man. It was the place
where perfection came in the form of Dr. Devon Sawyer. His sexy charm, the body
of a Greek god, and the masterpiece of a man he was. Definitely perfection. We
met in our intern year. He tossed a coin and it landed on heads, and I played a
game of truth or dare. We were a match made in heaven. Or, so I thought until he
left me. It finished me off when I got an invitation to his wedding a year later. It
took all the strength in me to accept the invite. After all, we were friends first
before we became lovers. It took even more strength, however, not to fade away
when he came back three months before the wedding and told me it was off. Then
he asked me to come back to him. It's come full circle, back to the point where we
parted. The problem was me I couldn't tell him I loved him because I was worried
he'd hurt me. Falling for him once felt like a mistake. What will falling for him twice
do to me now I know what it's like for him to break me?

Black Butterfly
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Control the power to influence or direct people's behavior or the course of events.
It is indicative to such words as power, command, dominance, and leadership.
Controlled Hi, My name is Nyla Montgomery. I'm a single mother to a beautiful
daughter named Se'Nya. I work as a waitress at Rock's Diner. Yeah, I know not
very glamorous, but for right now, it's enough. I'm considered average height,
curvaceous with a bit of junk in my trunk. I'm brown skinned with short black hair
and brown eyes. I'm also in love with a man that makes my heart do double flips.
Goodness he is by far the sexiest man I had ever seen in my life. He's tall,
mysterious and brooding as hell. Every time he looks at me, it makes me weak in
the knees. His body is perfect, with just the right amount of angles, valleys and
ridges that can make a woman's mouth water. Actually, everything about him is
perfect from his chiseled features, strong jaw and striking blue eyes. They exude
strength, power, and dominance. And his lips, jeez-us they are sinful and so is his
tongue. Sorry, I digress. The man is just amazing in every way and he's mine. Yup,
that's right. He's all mine and I'll be damned if I let him go. All I have to do is allow
myself to be controlled. Yeah, that's easier said than done.

Knocked Up by the Hitman
I'm Dan Smith, and I'm currently living two lives. Maybe even three if you really
look into it. Haley, Allison, Hunter, Wade, Sergio, and Isla all exist in one or more of
them somehow. Am I a supporting role in their stories, or are they merely
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characters in mine? You decide. Haley told her story. Now I'll tell mine. She said.
He said. This is my story.

Brothers Black
Alex I know the game. I know the angle. I know how to make you beg. My hands on
your body, my mouth hovering over yours—I’ll tell you everything you want to
hear. Ten inches of real estate never felt so good. But don’t take my word for it. My
client list is long and my motto is short—one single thrust and you’re mine. I’m not
good at what I do, I’m fantastic. But satisfaction doesn’t come cheap. So open your
wallet and prepare to forget your name. I’m about to ruin you for any other man.
One single thrust and you’re mine. *THRUST is a standalone book in the Alpha
Escort Series! The Alpha Escort Series: THRUST - Alex's story ROUGH - Jared's story
GRIND - Dane's story

The Love Affairs of Nathaniel P.
New York Times Bestselling Author Tess Oliver and Anna Hart have teamed up to
bring you the sexiest, baddest bad boy around in the first Stone Brothers
novel--Stone Cold Bad JadeHe was definitely trouble, and the worst kind of trouble
because he was wrapped up in an incredible package of muscles, ink and
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heartbreak. A guy like him was the last thing I needed now. A guy like Colt Stone
was the last thing I ever needed.ColtEmotion, feelings and, hell, even love had
been turned off in all of us Stone brothers long ago. Then Jade landed in my life. It
was the last thing I ever wanted, to feel this way about someone. Attachments like
this were only followed by heartbreak, and I wasn't into heartbreak. I wasn't into
f*cking attachments. Bad boy Colt Stone has a notorious reputation for being a
tough and dangerous heartbreaker. A brutal childhood hardened him to the idea of
any type of emotional attachment to anyone. When he becomes the unwitting
accomplice in Jade Morrow's escape from an abusive boyfriend, he soon finds that
he'll do anything to keep her safe. Has Colt found the one girl who can break
through to his impenetrable heart?When she runs away from her monstrous
boyfriend, Jade Morrow has no place to go and no one to turn to. She accidentally
lands in the arms of a handsome, tattooed stranger. Colt Stone is as formidable as
he is appealing and Jade soon finds that he's equally hard to resist. When her
troubled past catches up to her, Jade discovers just how far Colt will go to save her.
Contains mature content. Recommended for readers 18+

The Ethan Frost Series 3-Book Bundle
He's addicted to her. The mere thought of her brings Mason to his knees. There is
no other woman in the world that he wants. Max can't believe that she met a
passion-filled man that makes her body yearn for things she's only dreamed about.
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He's ruined her, making him the only man that she wants. Mason West, an ex-Navy
Seal turned Amateur MMA fighter, is battling the darkness of the life he left behind.
Finding the will to fight back in a woman that completes him was not something
that he expected, but it seemed fate had other plans. All Maxine Shaw wanted to
do was graduate, become a nurse for the best sports rehabilitation center in the
country, and finally achieve the goals she set for herself. Once she catches a
glimpse of Mason West, an Alpha male to the core, he awakens a fire inside of her
that she never thought existed. The sparks between these two ignite bottomless
passion and enduring love that shifts their goals in a way neither suspected. Before
Mason and Max can embark on a journey of happily ever after, the strength of their
love gets tested. Will this passionate pair be able to survive what fate has in store?

My Addiction
“You have to…play by the rules so you can get to the top and change things.” -Sheryl Sandberg A landmark portrait of women, men, and power in a transformed
world Men have been the dominant sex since, well, the dawn of mankind. But
Hanna Rosin was the first to notice that this long-held truth is, astonishingly, no
longer true. At this unprecedented moment, by almost every measure, women are
no longer gaining on men: They have pulled decisively ahead. And “the end of
men”—the title of Rosin’s Atlantic cover story on the subject—has entered the
lexicon as dramatically as Betty Friedan’s “feminine mystique,” Simone de
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Beauvoir’s “second sex,” Susan Faludi’s “backlash,” and Naomi Wolf’s “beauty
myth” once did. In this landmark book, Rosin reveals how this new state of affairs
is radically shifting the power dynamics between men and women at every level of
society, with profound implications for marriage, sex, children, work, and more.
With wide-ranging curiosity and insight unhampered by assumptions or ideology,
Rosin shows how the radically different ways men and women today earn, learn,
spend, couple up—even kill—has turned the big picture upside down. And in The
End of Men she helps us see how, regardless of gender, we can adapt to the new
reality and channel it for a better future.

Adjustment Day: A Novel
Legally Bound 4: Allegations of Love Legally Bound Series Jasper I have loved her
since we were kids, but I knew the day would come when I would have to leave
her. Now I'm home and she is mine. Only she is running from me and I have no
idea why? But it stops NOW With the help of my family I'm going after my girl once
and for all. All secrets are coming out because I won't allow another thing to keep
us apart. Not my job. Not my secrets, and certainly not hers. Marie He doesn't
know what I know. I never meant for any of this to happen, but I have committed
to my actions and I plan to see them though. After all, I have done it all for him. It's
time I stop running from what was always meant to be. I just hope it doesn't bite
me in return. While Jas and Marie find what has been missing there are other
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forces at play in the background. Not just their family, but others that don't want
them to find a happy ever after. There is never a dull moment for the Briggs or the
Mairetties will Jas and Marie be able to find their happily ever after despite the
drama wreaking hectic in the shadows Jasper is usually watching over? Find out
what has really been going on with Marie in Legally Bound 1-3. *This is Book 4 from
the bestselling the Legally Bound Series. While the series can be read
independently from the other spinoff series it is more enjoyable to read them as a
collection as Blue Saffire's books are written to weave, loop, and intertwine with
one another. Legally Bound 4 takes placed after book 3 in the Legally Bound
Series, and can be read after Book 1 in the Hush series and Book 1 in the Brothers
Black Series. You will find that the series build together for a greater experience.
**This book does not end in a cliffhanger, but it does lead into Hush 2 in the end,
as is Blue's Saffire style. **This book has strong language and sexual content. This
Book is for Mature Readers 18+ ***To keep up with release dates sign up for the
mailing list at www.bluesaffire.com

You Can Have Manhattan
If you're looking for a "cards and candy" romance, you won't find it hereGeorgia
Sayers has always been shy and quiet. She has always lived her life by other
people's rules, especially her best friend and fianc�. They were the most
important people in her life. She trusted and loved them. But the night before her
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wedding, her life came crumbling around her. She stumbled on a betrayal that
shook her to her core and changed her completely. No longer will she live her life
by other people's standards. It was her turn to make up her own rules. Love wasn't
something she wanted anymore. She wanted to find someone to feed her deepest
desires and the moment her eyes fell on him, she knew he was the oneDrake
Lincoln is as bad as they come. He makes no apologies for who and what he is. He
says what he wants, he does what he wants, whenever and wherever he wants. He
doesn't play by any rules but his own. Trust and Loyalty are the codes he lives by.
If you cross him, he will bury you without hesitation. He is heartless, he is
dangerous, and he is as cold as Ice. He's not capable of giving any woman the
desires of her heart until his eyes take in a woman that becomes his soul. Drake
has never met a woman like Georgia, and he can't seem to stay away from her.
He'd do anything for her. He'd kill for her. He'd die for her. She is who and what he
wants and desires, and he can't be without her.However, Georgia and Drake both
have pasts that can destroy them. Can they overcome the many obstacles in their
lives and learn to love and trust each other, or will their life struggles keep them
apart?

Controlled 3
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Wicked Things
**A FORCED MARRIAGE HISTORICAL ROMANCE** William Stanley is called back
from the military when his elder brother and the future Marquess of Devonshire
perishes in a fatal carriage accident. Now he is expected to accept the title and the
duties that come along with it. Katherine is being forced to marry an ageing Duke
by her own father who views the match as an end to secure a valuable political
ally. Katherine absolutely loathes the idea of marriage, having seen first-hand how
torturous it could be for some women, especially docile ones like her mother. She
doesn't want to suffer the same fate but when her father threatens to harm her
mother, she is left with little choice but to agree to his sickening order. What
happens when William decides to rescue Katherine, his little cousin's best friend
whom he'd never paid much attention to until now? Katherine has had a silly crush
on William since childhood but now that he's come back from the Army looking
better than ever, will she be able to control her traitorous feelings?

The End of Men
Nathaniel Piven is a rising star in Brooklyn's literary scene. After several lean,
striving years and an early life as a class-A nerd, he now (to his surprise) has a
lucrative book deal, his pick of plum magazine assignments, and the attentions of
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many desirable women: Juliet, the hotshot business journalist; Elisa, Nate's
gorgeous ex-girlfriend, now friend; Hannah, lively and fun and 'almost universally
regarded as nice and smart, or smart and nice'. In this twenty-first-century literary
enclave, wit and conversation are not at all dead. But is romance? In The Love
Affairs of Nathaniel P. Adelle Waldman plunges into the psyche of a sensitive,
flawed, modern man – to reveal the view of the new world from his garret window,
and the view of women from his overactive mind.

Rocco
In this volume of 15 articles, contributors from a wide range of disciplines present
their analyses of Disney movies and Disney music, which are mainstays of popular
culture. The power of the Disney brand has heightened the need for academics to
question whether Disney’s films and music function as a tool of the Western elite
that shapes the views of those less empowered. Given its global reach, how the
Walt Disney Company handles the role of race, gender, and sexuality in social
structural inequality merits serious reflection according to a number of the articles
in the volume. On the other hand, other authors argue that Disney productions can
help individuals cope with difficult situations or embrace progressive thinking. The
different approaches to the assessment of Disney films as cultural artifacts also
vary according to the theoretical perspectives guiding the interpretation of both
overt and latent symbolic meaning in the movies. The authors of the 15 articles
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encourage readers to engage with the material, showcasing a variety of views
about the good, the bad, and the best way forward.

Legally Bound 4
Each book in the Black Burlesque Series are STANDALONE novels. Book 1: Black
Dahlia Book 2: Black Pearl Andre Collins is not looking for love. In fact, love is the
last thing on his mind as he continues to run one of the country's most successful
financial services firms alongside his brother. Andre is steadfast in the belief that
love and marriage just aren't for him. Or are they? Life for Stacey Coleman hasn't
turned out the way she dreamed as a young girl. After a devastating injury ended
her ballet career, she is finally finding happiness performing as a burlesque dancer
while finishing school to become a social worker. Stacey's not looking for love, but
sometimes life has other ideas. When she meets the charismatic Andre Collins, the
chemistry between them will not be denied, least of all by Andre. Andre will find
that the one woman that is meant for him will challenge all of his previously held
notions about love and marriage. Just as the couple's relationship deepens, an
intruder from Andre's world emerges and threatens to tear them apart.

Ruined by the Marquess
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Eden Lancaster just experienced heartbreak, but instead of holding grudges or
wallowing in self pity, she decided to embrace her free spirit and let loose. When
she meets Camedon Price, a mysterious bad boy that she can't help but to be
drawn to, Eden knows that he could be the one to help her reclaim her inner wild
child. Camedon Price owns an exclusive business that caters to an elite crowd. In
the mist of someone trying to ruin him, he meets an ebony angel that he can't get
out of his mind, and the attraction between the two is combustible. Will Eden be
able to fully let go of her conservative views and take a walk on the wild side with
a bad boy that definitely has devilish intentions, or will Camedon's lifestyle be too
much for her? Be advised this BWWM book contains very hot and erotic scenes,
and very strong language.

The Care and Feeding of an Alpha Male
Take it from J. Kenner: “If you’re looking for a hot read, curl up with Ethan Frost.”
He’s the mouthwatering alpha male at the heart of this seductive series from New
York Times bestselling author Tracy Wolff. It’s an electrifying journey that pushes
two damaged souls to their breaking point—and beyond. Now the first three Ethan
Frost novels are together in one up-all-night eBook bundle: RUINED ADDICTED
EXPOSED Also includes a preview of the much anticipated new Ethan Frost novel,
Flawed! He’s the last man Chloe Girard should love . . . but the first she ever could.
Ethan Frost is a visionary, a genius, every woman’s deepest, darkest fantasy—even
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mine. And, somehow, I am his. He stole into my life like a dream. Turned my reality
upside down and made my every desire come true—especially those I never knew I
had. He demanded everything I had to give and gave me everything of himself in
return. But dreams don’t last forever, and ours is no exception. Because my
nightmares are darker, and my wounds deeper, than I could ever reveal. And as
much as Ethan wants to protect me, the secrets we share will only tear us apart.
Praise for the Ethan Frost series “Tracy Wolff knows how to steam up the pages. If
you’re looking for a hot read, curl up with Ethan Frost.”—New York Times
bestselling author J. Kenner “Fall in love under the spell of a master. Tracy Wolff
knows how to keep you panting for more and utterly satisfied all at once.”—New
York Times bestselling author Beth Kery “Heat sizzles off the page and the oh-sosexy Ethan Frost will make you swoon!”—USA Today bestselling author Stacey
Kennedy “No matter what Tracy Wolff writes, I’m hooked! When it comes to
billionaire bad boys who are to die for, Ethan Frost is in a delicious league of his
own.”—New York Times bestselling author Virna DePaul “Tracy Wolff had me
turning pages way past my bedtime. The suspense kept me on the edge of my
seat, and the steamy love scenes had my pulse racing. Ethan Frost is exactly the
kind of dominant hero I want to curl up with.”—New York Times bestselling author
Cassia Leo The Ethan Frost series is intended for mature audiences.

This Is Pleasure
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Control: the power to influence or direct people's behavior or the course of events.
It is indicative to such words as power, command, dominance, and leadership.
Hello, Let me introduce myself. My name is Andrew Pierce, known to everyone as
A.P. I'm a corporate attorney on the fast-track to becoming partner at the Law Firm
of Goldstein, Parker, & Foster. My tamed hair is blonde, and my eyes are blue. I
stand above six feet with pure muscle covering my entire body. I exude
confidence, strength, aggressiveness, power and most of all, control. Shit, if I'm to
be honest here I am the epitome of fucking control. Most people strive to have
control, but they don't know the first thing about it. They use it as a means to
harm, destroy or dominate. For me, control is like breathing. It's my lifeline. I must
have control. I must be in control. It's not about my sick twisted need to dominate
that's ingrained in me no matter what. No, control for me is simple, it's a matter of
life or death. I've worked all of my life to master the art of control and believe me,
it wasn't easy. I have been tested, measured, and judged, but I never allow myself
to succumb to the loss of control. So imagine my damn surprise, my panic, when
for the first time in forever my control falters. Shit, it happened so fast that I
couldn't stop it. My breathing became erratic, and my heart beat raced so fast that
I wasn't sure if I would be able to control it. I thought this was it, and I looked
around my surroundings, frantically looking for the source of my lapse, waiting to
destroy the threat, when my eyes fell onheaven. This beautiful, stunning,
magnificent woman before me stole my breath away. She was the reason why my
control faltered. This was dangerous for a man like me, losing control like this. I
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knew what I must do; however, I still couldn't move. It was that moment when I
realized that for the first time in my life, I was fucked.

My Redemption
I fell in love with Manda Baker eight years ago, and I loved her to the core of her
soul. We were supposed to have that elusive happily every after and spend a
lifetime together. But that was all before she was STOLEN from me. Her best
friend, Sarah Erickson, killed her. It wasn't intentional. It was far worse.

Desired
I don't belong here. Twin Falls Academy - a seething hub of overprivileged trustfund babies and indulged elite - and my new alma mater. I'm an orphan. I am the
unwashed masses that they can't stand and they never miss an opportunity to
grind that message home. Especially Rosalie Evers, the queen bee who rules with a
manicured grip wrapped around the throats of everyone trapped beneath her. But I
don't care what they think. I'm just doing time at Twin Falls until I can get back to
California for college. Except I've attracted the attention of the three hottest - and
most dangerous - guys at Twin Falls. Preston, Maddox and Quinton are my
weakness. I don't know if anything is real or I'm getting played like countless
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others before me. Are they lying to me? Or have they changed? I shouldn't risk my
heart when the stakes are so high but I can't seem to make myself walk away Even
when I should. RUIN ME is part of a four-book series that ends with a massive
cliffhanger and must be read in order. The books are: RUIN ME, SHATTER ME,
WRECK ME, DEVASTATE ME. Contains foul language and mature themes. Enjoy!

Breaking Him
Folks in town call him a monster—say he’s dangerous. But I know him simply as
Elijah Hays, the quiet, gentle giant who works with the horses on my ranch. I can
feel him watching me, that steady, intense gaze making me crave things I don’t
quite understand, burn in a way that frightens me. He’s always kept his
distanceuntil that night. I remember him coming to my rescue, me following him
into the barn, giving him his first taste of a woman, and his inexperienced yet
barely reined touch turning me to ash. Now all I can think about is exposing the
dark desire I see deep inside him—having him turn those dark desires on me. That
low, gritty voice rasping orders in my ear. Those huge, rough hands holding me
down when a storm blows in. I want his surrender. His control. I want to break
himand have him break me

Doctor's Orders Dr. Sawyer
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For more than a decade, life has been one mission after another for Coral Coleman.
This time, Coral is on a mission to find the elusive "Ghost," who Coral believes is
responsible for trying to kill her two years ago. Unfortunately for them, they missed
her, but in the process took out two of Coral's teammates-that, Coral takes
personally. She comes one step closer to finding him when a case involving
Bennett Industries falls into her lap. There's just one problem: The current CEO of
Bennett Industries is Liam Bennett, the man who was Coral's best friend-turned
lover-turned heart breaker when he walked away from her without any explanation
and married another woman. For the last five years, Liam Bennett has been on his
own mission-maintaining control of Bennett Industries while plotting to take down
the one man who has kept him from the love of his life. When Coral re-enters
Liam's world for this case, once-buried feelings emerge, secrets are revealed, but
most of all, a connection that cannot be denied resurfaces. Liam resolves to put
this case to an end and reclaim the woman he's always wanted. He will have to
overcome vindictive family members, betrayal by someone in his inner-circle, and
most importantly, have to work to convince the very stubborn Coral that with him
is where she belongs.

Thrust
Desire came like a wildfire to the Colorado hillsto claim a woman's propertyand her
heart. For five years after her father died, lithe, beautiful Dee Swann held on to
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Angel Creek valley and her independence. The homestead was hers, and she
vowed no one else would ever own itor her. Then Lucas Cochran came back to
Colorado. In the drought-cursed high country, he needed Angel Creek and its cool
water to turn his Double C ranch into the cattle dynasty he craved. His ruthless
ambition guaranteed he would fight to take it away from the black-haired, greeneyed spitfire who claimed it. But the passion that blazed when Dee Swann and
Lucas Cochran met shocked them both. Unbidden, unexpected, their kisses swept
them toward a dangerous destiny where dreams might be scatteredmen could be
killedor love would be born as wild and unfettered as this glorious frontier.

Controlled 2
Amoral, cunning, ruthless, and instructive, this multi-million-copy New York Times
bestseller is the definitive manual for anyone interested in gaining, observing, or
defending against ultimate control – from the author of The Laws of Human Nature.
In the book that People magazine proclaimed “beguiling” and “fascinating,” Robert
Greene and Joost Elffers have distilled three thousand years of the history of power
into 48 essential laws by drawing from the philosophies of Machiavelli, Sun Tzu,
and Carl Von Clausewitz and also from the lives of figures ranging from Henry
Kissinger to P.T. Barnum. Some laws teach the need for prudence (“Law 1: Never
Outshine the Master”), others teach the value of confidence (“Law 28: Enter Action
with Boldness”), and many recommend absolute self-preservation (“Law 15: Crush
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Your Enemy Totally”). Every law, though, has one thing in common: an interest in
total domination. In a bold and arresting two-color package, The 48 Laws of Power
is ideal whether your aim is conquest, self-defense, or simply to understand the
rules of the game.

Black Pearl
New York Times Bestseller "An irreverent satirical fantasy about a sudden and
violent upheaval.…Think Tom Robbins channeling Jonathan Swift." —David Takami,
Seattle Times Adjustment Day is an ingenious darkly comic work in which Chuck
Palahniuk does what he does best: skewer the absurdities in our society. Geriatric
politicians bring the nation to the brink of a third world war to control the
burgeoning population of young males, while working-class men dream of burying
the elites. Adjustment Day’s arrival makes real the logical conclusion of every
separatist fantasy, alternative fact, and conspiracy theory lurking in the American
psyche.

Jesus and John Wayne: How White Evangelicals Corrupted a
Faith and Fractured a Nation
(Ruthless People #3) “Villains by Choice." Betrayed. Melody is nowhere to be
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found, Liam is in jail, and the Callahan family is cracking, just as Avian Doers, the
FBI Director and puppet master behind their downfall, planned. But just because
they’re down doesn't mean they’re out. To fight back, Liam and Melody will have to
put everything on the line. The kid gloves are coming off, and no one is getting out
alive. Nothing will compare to the reign of terror that is about to envelope the
entire country. First they were Ruthless, now they are pure Savages. The end is
here, and no one is safe Check out more thrilling titles in the Ruthless People
series: RUTHLESS PEOPLE #1 "One Marriage + Two Bosses = 3X the Chaos." THE
UNTOUCHABLES (#2) "One Secret, Multiple Casualties." AMERICAN SAVAGES (#3)
"Villains by Choice." A BLOODY KINGDOM (#4) “After the battle, sharpen your
knives.” DECLAN + CORALINE(prequel novella that takes place 2 years before
Ruthless People) "You don't find love; it finds you." And look for the Ruthless
People spinoff, Children of Vice--out 5.17.17“From the Ruthless, Vice shall Rise.”

The Alpha Female's Guide to Men and Marriage
*** THE SUNDAY TIMES BESTSELLER *** Treat yourself to a glorious novel full of
food, sunshine, friendship and love! Things haven’t always been straightforward in
Poppy’s life but her dreams are finally within her reach. She's moving into a
cottage in beautiful Nightingale Square, close to the local community garden,
where she can indulge her passion for making preserves and pickles. She may not
have the best relationship with her family but she is surrounded by loving friends,
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and feels sure that even her grumpy new neighbour, Jacob, has more to him than
his steely exterior belies. But the unexpected arrival of Poppy's troubled younger
brother soon threatens her new-found happiness and as the garden team works
together to win community space of the year, Poppy must decide where her
priorities lie and what she is prepared to fight for … Readers everywhere are falling
in love with Heidi Swain’s writing: ‘A lovely, sweet, summery read’ Milly Johnson
‘Wise, warm and wonderful’ heat 'A ray of reading sunshine!’ Laura Kemp, author
of A Year of Surprising Acts of Kindness ‘Sparkling and romantic’ My Weekly

Poppy's Recipe for Life
Take every chance you get in life because some things only happen once! AyanaI
want him There's no other way to say it; I want this man. Oh, I've wanted him since
forever. He's just amazing. He's that perfect man you can't help but dream about.
He has an amazing heart. He'll do anything for you. He has a smile that will make
you melt where you stand. He has a body that's sheer perfection. And his eyes, oh
man, they can look through your soul and strip you bare until you have no choice
but to give yourself to him. It's a power he's had over me since the first day we
met. Hands down, ladies, he's fine as hell. Oh, and his lips, goodness, I can't forget
those. Let me tell you, the moment he touches you with his lips, you instantly
cream. You can't help it. The feeling he generates is like no other. With just the
simplest touch, he can make you soak with a need that only he can satisfy. He can
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effortlessly bring nothing but sweet ecstasy and pure desire all through your body.
Do you see why I want him? He's my addiction, and I crave him with every second I
draw breath. So why can't I have him? It's simple; I don't deserve him. You see I've
had an opportunity to make him mine forever, and I blew it. I blew it so bad that I
don't know if he'll ever give me another chance. But, oh, if he does, I promise you;
I won't waste it.Brad I've never met anyone like this woman. She had me the first
day I laid my eyes on her. She's beautiful. No doubt about it; she's a goddess. She
has curves that I can't keep my hands off of. Her skin is smooth like melted
chocolate on your fingers. She has an unbelievable spirit and fierce loyalty that
you'd want in your corner. Did I say she's sexy as shit? She turns me on with just
the sheer thought of her. My favorite part of her are those lips of hers. Damn, I
want to kiss her all the time. I can't get enough of her taste. She's made for me, I
know this I'm not denying that. I've been in love with her since before I even knew
she existed. She's my best friend. I can't live without her. I just don't know if that's
enough, if my love for her is enough. I want to give her a second chance, but I
don't know if she's ready. They say that you only give second chances if a person
has learned from their mistakes. What if she hasn't? What do you do when the one
you love has an addiction stronger than you? Do you fight for her or do you let it
consume you both? Life is about second chances. The question is can we survive?

Brothers Black 2
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A scholar of American Christianity presents a seventy-five-year history of
evangelicalism that identifies the forces that have turned Donald Trump into a hero
of the Religious Right. How did a libertine who lacks even the most basic
knowledge of the Christian faith win 81 percent of the white evangelical vote in
2016? And why have white evangelicals become a presidential reprobate’s
staunchest supporters? These are among the questions acclaimed historian Kristin
Kobes Du Mez asks in Jesus and John Wayne, which delves beyond facile headlines
to explain how white evangelicals have brought us to our fractured political
moment. Challenging the commonly held assumption that the “moral majority”
backed Donald Trump for purely pragmatic reasons, Du Mez reveals that Donald
Trump in fact represents the fulfillment, rather than the betrayal, of white
evangelicals’ most deeply held values. Jesus and John Wayne is a sweeping
account of the last seventy-five years of white evangelicalism, showing how
American evangelicals have worked for decades to replace the Jesus of the Gospels
with an idol of rugged masculinity and Christian nationalism, or in the words of one
modern chaplain, with “a spiritual badass.” As Du Mez explains, the key to
understanding this transformation is to recognize the role of culture in modern
American evangelicalism. Many of today’s evangelicals may not be theologically
astute, but they know their VeggieTales, they’ve read John Eldredge’s Wild at
Heart, and they learned about purity before they learned about sex—and they
have a silver ring to prove it. Evangelical books, films, music, clothing, and
merchandise shape the beliefs of millions. And evangelical popular culture is
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teeming with muscular heroes—mythical warriors and rugged soldiers, men like
Oliver North, Ronald Reagan, Mel Gibson, and the Duck Dynasty clan, who assert
white masculine power in defense of “Christian America.” Chief among these
evangelical legends is John Wayne, an icon of a lost time when men were uncowed
by political correctness, unafraid to tell it like it was, and did what needed to be
done. Trump, in other words, is hardly the first flashy celebrity to capture
evangelicals’ hearts and minds, nor is he the first strongman to promise
evangelicals protection and power. Indeed, the values and viewpoints at the heart
of white evangelicalism today—patriarchy, authoritarian rule, aggressive foreign
policy, fear of Islam, ambivalence toward #MeToo, and opposition to Black Lives
Matter and the LGBTQ community—are likely to persist long after Trump leaves
office. A much-needed reexamination, Jesus and John Wayne explains why
evangelicals have rallied behind the least-Christian president in American history
and how they have transformed their faith in the process, with enduring
consequences for all of us.

American Savages
Mafia enforcer Rocco De Lucchi is the best in the business. Cold, hard, and utterly
ruthless, Rocco is the most dangerous of men. Feelings are a luxury he cannot
afford—until a chance encounter brings him face to face with the only woman who
found her way into his heart and touched his soul. Grace Mantini has spent her
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whole life running from the mob. The daughter of the boss's right-hand man, she is
both a prize and a target. When Rocco walks back into her life, she wants nothing
to do with the man who betrayed her and broke her heart. But only Rocco can
protect her from the dangerous forces that seek to destroy her family. Can they
escape the hands of fate closing around them? Or will love be the kiss of death for
them both? “Castille [gives] readers the compelling romance they crave.”—RT
Book Reviews

Secret Alpha
I'm in love with my neighbor. Typical, I know.God, it was stupid of me to let my
guard down, but I did. If you knew him, though, you wouldn't blame me.The man is
everything you never thought you needed and everything you've always wanted.
He's smart, sexy as hell, funny Did I say sexy? He's a great listener, he loves
football, which is a plus, and he saves lives for a living. What more could a woman
want, right?The man is also just an all-around good guy, a boy scout in every since
of the word. It was easy to get to know him, to open up to him. He became my best
friend in a matter of weeks. No wait, best friend? Hell, scratch that, he's my
soulmate.Crazy, right?Also, he's the complete opposite of what I usually go for, and
yet I can't stop thinking about him. The way he walks, his scrumptious scent, the
sound of his sexy as sin voice, those dimples, and, f@*k, that panty dropping smile
of his. So, don't you see? I'm in trouble.I'm in love with my soulmate, my best
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friend, and there's nothing I can do about it.Not a damn thing!F@*K MY LIFE!****
WARNING ****This story ends in a cliffhanger. The finale will release on December
31st.

What Women Want in a Man
I'm the giant that they should've left sleeping. Touch my family that's a problem,
touch my woman that's your life. That woman has been my world since we were
kids. I'm already missing a few screws, but I become unhinged when someone
mentions Rebecca "Bean" Lockhart's life. My beast is awake and someone is about
to go to sleep. I'm the wrong Black to F@$k with.I've love Noah Black all my life. He
taught me to stand up for myself. He showed me what I was missing. Now
someone wants to take that from me. Most important thing Noah ever taught
menever let anyone take what's yours. Click, click. somebody's bout to die.

Angel Creek
Monday through Friday, Devyn Williams is executive assistant to the CFO of one of
the top finance firms in the country. But Devyn has a secret. At night she becomes
Black Pearl, a rising performer on the Atlanta burlesque scene. Devyn's good at
keeping these two aspects of her life separate, even from her company's CEO,
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Nikola. Nikola Collins, is CEO of Excel Financial Services, the company his father
started more than thirty years ago. After graduating from West Point and serving in
the military, Nikola assumed the role he'd been groomed for since he was a child,
upon his father's untimely death. With his brother, Andre as CFO, Nikola has helped
Excel exceed even his father's expectations. But, Nikola has a secret of his own.
For the three years Andre's executive assistant, Devyn, has worked at Excel, he's
been harboring a crush. Opting to not cross any professional boundaries, Nikola
has kept his distance. All that changes when Nikola and Devyn are tasked with
working closely with one another. The pair's attraction for one another finally boils
over. Nikola finding out Devyn's little secret is not all she has to worry about. When
an unwelcomed intruder from Devyn's past returns, the new couple's happiness is
threatened.

Stone Cold Bad
Brothers Black: Wyatt the Heartbreaker Book 1 in Brothers Black Series I don't just
love my woman, I protect her, I provide for her, I would die for her. Nellie walked
into my life when I needed her most. Now I'm not willing to let her go. I will destroy
anyone that even thinks of harming my woman. Nellie is nothing like the women I
used to bring pleasure to. Oh Yes, I bring pleasure on levels that will numb your
mind for months. When I lay eyes on Nellie, I know I want to bring her and only her
that pleasure. I just need her to see past my past. I'm the oldest of seven
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hardheaded brothers. Some call me the ring leader, some call me the voice of
reason, and everyone knows me as the heartbreaker. Only I never wanted her to
know that. Now I'll just have to show her that I can heal a heart much better than I
can break one because I want hers. I am running from my past. I never thought
that I would run right into the arms of freaking Wyatt Black. I watched him break
hearts from afar. The last thing I need is to be next. But like I said this is Wyatt
freaking Black, the six foot three, golden eyed breathing definition of sexy. Women
line up to get their hearts broken by him. So really how am I supposed to resist
him? I'll give in and when I do, I'll find that he is more than what I bargained for in
so many ways. I mean in every way imaginable. If sex were a weapon Wyatt Black
would be lethal. Who I am kidding Wyatt is lethal, especially when it comes to me.
When the past comes to haunt us, Wyatt will always protect me, without thought,
without question. Wyatt isn't a heartbreaker, he is my heart healer. Find out what
happened to lead to the text message Nathan Briggs received at his wedding, in
Legally Bound 3. *This is Book 1 in the Brothers Black Series a spin-off from the
bestselling Legally Bound Series placed after book 3 in the Legally Bound Series.
While you can read this book as a standalone, it will enhance the read to read the
Legally Bound Series first. Blue Saffire's books are written to weave, loop and
intertwine with one another. You will find that the series build together for a
greater experience. **This book has strong language and sexual content. This Book
is for Mature Readers 18+ ***To keep up with release dates sign up for the mailing
list at www.bluesaffire.com
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